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Ine of the following :

l. Write an essay in 250 words on o

1) Explain the scope and featur":.::electronic media'

z) oescrioe eff ective communicttlllir" 
_ _.-1,.u,**

il. Answer 6 of the followffif-B#P','1-9ut too"woCIs"l '

;, 
"d;";; ; .* ioi g"'h"'q,s, n ews i

+i Wnat is a lead paragraph.l?- '.'*;*** 
:

o; tmpact of advertisemenlln :onterrnpol"U "
7) Editing process in Print Media '' f i' i:i''"'' "

8) What are the essentials ffi gooO reporti?
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10) Comment on the language of the raoto'

lll. Answer eight of'the following in not rnore than two sentences :

11) Editorial'

12) Running stories ..-:^^+ian
1 3) Characteristics of eftective communication'

14) Case studY'

1 5) lnterpersonal communication'

16) Google classroom'

17) Moodle'

18) Subbing' t'

19) Freelance writer'

20) ScriPting for interviews
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l. Write an essay in 250 words on any one of the following. (1x8=8)

1) Discuss the functions and the effects of modern mass media.

2\ Describe briefly the characteristics of the digital media.

ll. Answer any six of the following in about 100 words.

3) The effects of mass communication.
4) Film as Mass media.

5) Magazines.

(6x4=24)

6) News agencies.
7\ Broadcast writing.

8) Scripting for television news.

9) Social Media.
10) News story structure.

lll. Answer any eight of the following in not more than two sentences. (8x1=8)

1 1) Nonverbal communication.
12) What is meant by cyber culture ?

13) What is meant by a summary Iead ?

14) Mention any two digital media platforms.

15) What is a Television Feature ?
16) What is an e-zine ?
17\ What is meant by technical writing ?

18) What is a btog ?

1g) What is the hour glass form of news writing ?
20\ What are the five Ws of a news story ?


